DINING SERVICE S COMMITTEE AGENDA
W E D NE S D AY , A P R I L 3 0 T H , 2 0 1 4





Events/Promotions

o

Points Busters- C-Store, TDubs, Lion’s Den- Use your points before you lose
them. All points will be forfeited at the end of this semester.

o

Monday, May 5th - Mindful Mile-12pm-1855 Room- Join TCNJ Dining’s
Registered Dietitian, Aliz Holzmann, for a mile walk around campus every
Monday. While you get in some exercise, you have the opportunity to ask
all of your nutrition and diet related questions. Now that’s multi-tasking!

o

Tuesday, May 6th- Fuel Up! The Atrium at Eickhoff- 4pm-6pm- Don't let the
pressure of finals get you down, Fuel Up! Come fuel up on super foods to
help you stay energized and alert for your busy week ahead! Learn
relaxation tips and what foods to eat to battle fatigue and exam anxiety.

o

Wednesday, May 7th- Mac and Cheese Bar at Ceva Pasta- 11-4

o

Friday, May 9th- Cheese steaks at the Wok from 11-4

o

Hours of Operation Changes for the End of the Semester

o

Have a great summer & Good Luck on Finals!!!

Comments from students
o

Why is there no more yellow Gatorade? We need this. It is the most
important thing that you have in this entire building and there is none left!

o

I think that Eickhoff should start incorporating hot dog Fridays. It will really
improve the atmosphere among students.


o

The yellow Gatorade is the best thing that has ever happened to Eickhoff.
Thank you!


o

We are going to incorporate them more often into the grill rotation
next semester.

We are glad that you are enjoying it!

Please have people cooking after 8:30pm. The dining hall runs out of food
way before closing.


We have reached out to the student asking what day this was
because we always make sure that all stations are full. They might
now have what was on the menu If we ran out but there is always
something to eat.



Open Forum:
o

Chef George:


o

o

We are going to be expanding the Rat menu for the upcoming
year so make sure to check it out when you get back in the fall.

Emily:


There were no paper towels in MyZone all three times I went there
over the last two weeks.



There were no gluten free fresh options on the Wednesday and
Thursday that I went and it was not stocked.



The frozen Indian option looked great on the box but was not so
great in actuality.



The stuffed peppers were awesome in Eickhoff the other day.



Doug, unit manager, stepped up on the grill when they were short
on staff which really helped out.

Brian (SG):


Gluten free beer?




Can we please get the flavors back in the pure leaf tea?




Jen: they have been asking lately because students are
running out of points and are unable to pay for their
friends. If they don’t have enough points the transaction
freezes and then fails.

Monique (RHA):


I really enjoyed looking at all of the iCommit photos of the staff
members on facebook!



Are we supposed to get taxed in the Lion’s Den if we are using
points?


o

Yes of course

An Eickhoff cashier asked my friend if she had enough points to
cover me to get in. we were taken back by the fact that she did
ask us since it kind of is not her business.


o

Unfortunately we can only get bottles, not kegs.

No we will look into that.

Sam:
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Starting next year classes will begin at 8am. Are you going to open
Eickhoff earlier to accommodate these students?




I have received moldy tastykake vanilla wafers from Armstrong
and T-Dubs. Both times the managers let me exchange the item
but why are they moldy?




Yes

The chocolate milk is running out fairly quickly at the K-Cart and in
the Lion’s Den.




Eric: we will talk to that employee and see what the
problem is.

Are you taxed on get it points?




We will reach out and talk to tastykake and let them know
of the issue. The cause is the packages were probably not
sealed all the way.

During meal equivalency I have been charge more money then I
should have been. I went and spoke to a manger and they
refunded me but why is this happening?




We are not changing our hours of operation.

We will increase our ordering.

During Passover the signs did not match what was being served.


We are very sorry for that miscommunication. We will work
on this issue before next year.
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